Tennis Match Results
Arkansas Razorbacks (W) vs Florida
3/14/21 at Gainesville, Fla.
(Ring Tennis Complex)

#29 Florida 4, #20 Arkansas Razorbacks (W) 0

**Singles competition**
1. McCartney Kessler (UF) vs. Indianna Spink (AR) 7-6, 2-4, unfinished
2. Marlee Zein (UF) vs. Kelly Keller (AR) 4-6, 6-3, 0-1, unfinished
3. Ida Jarlskog (UF) vs. Tatum Rice (AR) 6-1, 3-6, 0-1, unfinished
4. #65 Layne Sleeth (UF) def. Morgan Cross (AR) 6-3, 6-0
5. Sara Dahlstrom (UF) def. Laura Rijkers (AR) 6-3, 6-4
6. Sydney Berlin (UF) def. Lauren Alter (AR) 6-3, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. #26 McCartney Kessler/Marlee Zein (UF) def. #28 Lauren Alter/Tatum Rice (AR) 6-4
2. Ida Jarlskog/Layne Sleeth (UF) vs. Morgan Cross/Indianna Spink (AR) 5-3, unfinished
3. Sydney Berlin/Sara Dahlstrom (UF) def. Laura Rijkers/Kelly Keller (AR) 6-4

Match Notes:
Arkansas Razorbacks (W) 10-3, 4-3; National ranking #20
Florida 7-6, 5-3; National ranking #29
Order of finish: Doubles (3,1); Singles (6,4,5)
A-118